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GEOMETRICAL ASPECTS OF CERTAIN FIR5T ORDER 

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 

INTRODUCTION 

The kno'm geometry of the integral curves of 

various types of ordinary differenti1 equations In two 

varipble$ i a Very sizeable body of material. Even the 

geometry of the integral curve-s of the elementary standard 

tyoes of differential equations of the first order and 

first degree is considerable. This paper is accordingly 

limited chiefly to a study of some of the georictry of the 

integral curves of just two of the elementary types, the 

linear and the homogeneous first order differential 

equations. These two types are selected not only because 

of their own intrinsic interest but because the geometry 

of their integral curves throws special light on the 

behavior, in the neighborhood of both ordinary and 

singular points, of the solutions of the general first 

order first degree differential equation. 
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LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 

1. DIRECTION FIELD OF A LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 

We first establish three theorems which will lead 

to a method of rapidly constructing the direction field 

of a first order linear differential equation. 

THEOREM 1,1 If we draw any two particular integral 

curves C1 and C. of the linear differential equation 

(1.1) y1 + a(x)y 

then the general integral curve of (1.1) is the locus of 

points which divide in a constant ratio the segments of 

ordinates Intercepted C and C I.6, pp.2?_29], 

If y = y1 (x) and y = Ya (x) are distinct particular 

solutions of (1.1) then it is known that 

(1.2) y = oya(x) - y1(x) + y,(x) 

is the general solution of (1.1). If we designate the 

curvos y = 71 Cx) and y = y(x) by C1 and Ca, and the 

curve (1.2) by C, and 1f any ordinate cuts the curves 

Cl, C, C3 in P, ?, P, then 

PlP3/p,Pz = c/(1-c). 

THEOREM 1 2 Draw the i me x = p and at the po i.nt s 

21 intersection of this line with the integral curves of 

y' + a(x)y = f(x) 

draw tangents to all the integral curves. All these 
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tangents either nass through same point (which ceends 

on p ), they are oareflel[3, p.15; 4, p.3O6; 6, pp.27 

2P; 7, p.306]. 

Let C,, Ca, C3, be any three integral curves of 

the differential eguption and let P, P2, P3; Q,, Q, 

be the points of intersection of these three curves with 
x p and x q respectively (see Figure 1). Then by 

theorem 1.1, 

P3/PP. 

and the chords P,Q,, P3Q3 are either concurrent or 

parallel. It we let q approach p, the chords approach 

as limiting positions the tangents to the curves at the 

points P, P, P3. Hence these tangents are either 

concurrent or parallel, and the theorem is established. 

THEOREM 1.3 coordinates ioint 

concurrency of the tangents theorem 1.2 e, 

a(p) J' o, 

X =[i + pa(p)] /a(p), y = f(p)/a(p). 

i. a(p) O tangents are oara.jle1. 

The coordinates of P, and P. are (p, y, (p)) and 

(p, y(P)), and the slopes of the tanRents to C, and C. 

at P, and P are 

y, '(p) f(p) - a(p)y,(p), y21(p) = f(p) - a(p)yz(p). 

The eouations of the to tangents then are 
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i i (p) - [t(p) a(p)y, (p) (x-p), 

i iz(P) - [f(p) (P)Y2(P)] (x'-p). 

$o1v1ng these siL1u1tanoousir for z y we find the 

desired reu1t. 

1ote: Denote the point of concurrency of the 

tLtents in theorem 1.2 b7 P and let P be the point 

(p,O) (see Figure 2). Then it is easy to how that 

1/i(p) le the dltsnce of P from the line z p and thtt 

f(p) t the slope of the line P0P. We thus have 

eometrlei interpretations of a(p) nd f(p). If 

k, a non-zero constant, then P la always the 

fixed ditanoe 1/k away from the line X p. 

Theorem 1.3 furnishes an excellent method for 

rapidly drawing the direction field, or linear element 

diagram, for a given first oser linear dlffentia1 

eqwtton.1, p.55]. m find the linear e1enenta at pointa 
a1on a selected ordtn*te z = p we merely locate the 

assooited point ' by aesne of its coordinates as given 

by theorem 1.3. The linear elements at points a1on 

X p are all directed toward the point P. Figures 3 

and. 4 lilustrte the process for the direction fields 

at' the linear differential equations 7' + y/X = 3x and 

Y' + r/X 2, The dIrection field of the eooM equation 

illustrates the following interesting theore* concerning 
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FIG. 5 



a certain family of hyperbolas (see Figure 6). 

THEQRM 1,4 &iven the family of hyperbolas having 
the same asymptotes. The points of contact of the 
tangents drawn to the hyperbolas from a point on one of 
the asymptotes lie on a line parallel to the other 
asymptote. 

Take one asymptote of the family along the yaxis 
and let y = nx be the other asymptote. Then the family 
of hyperbolas is given by 

x(y-nx) C, 

where o is an arbitrary parameter. The differential 
equation of this family of hyperbolas is found to be the 
linear equation 

yt + y/x 2n, 

The coordinates of the point P of theorem 1.3 are then 
(2, 2nn), and P lies on the asymptote y mc. This 
-roves the theorem. 



2. THE EQUATION LIN'AR IN X AND Y. 

Although the differentisl eouation considered in 

this section te not necessarily unser, its intecrai 

curves satisfy a theorem eomewht analoous to 

theorem 1.1. Moreover, the imoortant special linear 

equations considered in section 3 are also of this type. 

first mke a definition. 

DEFINITION 2..1 The CUrVS of equal 1ope of a 

first order differential equation are the bd of the 

points at which the tangents to the intera1 curves heve 

the seine slope 

1e now have the obvious theorem: 

THEOREM 2.1 The curves equal slope Q 

differential equation 

y xf(y') + g(y') 

straight lines. 

The analogue of theorem 1.1 is the following 

theorem: 

THEOREM 2.2 11 draw particular 

integre? curves C and C of differential equation 

(2.1) y : xf(y') + g(y'), 

then enera] interali curve o? this equat5on is 
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locus of points 'hioh divide in a constant ratio the 

segments of the lines of eoual slope interceted 

and 02. [6, pp.2?_291. 

Taking differentials of both sides of (2.1) we find 
ydx dxf(y') + xf'(y')dy' + 

or, 

(2.2) dx/dy' -xf'(y')/(y'f(y')) 
a linear ecuation in z and dx/dy'. Let the generai 

solution of (2.2) be 

X 

where o is the arbitrary constant of integration. If we 

regard y' as a parameter then the general solution of 

(2.1) is given by 

z = F(y',c), y F(y',c)f(y') + g(y'). 
Two particular solutions of (2.1) are obtained by setting 

o = o, and c, giving 

XI 

= 

y, x1f(y') + 

Yz = zí(y') + 

But, since (2.2) i line r, its generai solution in terms 

of the two articu1ar solutions x = F(y',c, ) and 

Xt = F(y',c2.) is 
X = c(xx1 ) + xl 

It follows that the general solution of (2.1) is given by 

X = c(x2.-x, ) + X,, 

and 
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y [o(x2._x1 ) + x1] f(y%) + g(y') 

+ g(y') - x1f(y') - g(y')] + c1f(y') + g(y') 

C(yt-yi ) + ys 

which how that the egrnent P P joining the mints 

i'(x,y ) and P(,y2.) is divided by the point P(x,y) 

in a constant ratio indeDendent of y'. This roves the 

theorem. An i11utration of theorem 2.2 is given in 

Figure 6. 
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3. THE SPECIAIJ LIN IU"TT'DN y' nx + my + q. 

Of psrticular importance is the special linear 

equl3tion 

(3.1) y'nx+my+o, 
where n, m, q are constants. This eouation is also of the 

type considered in section 2. For convenience we shall 

let L denote the line 

nx + ray + q O. 

It will. he noted that the lines of equal slope of (3.1) 

are the lines parallel to L (see rigure?. This 

immediately gives us the fol1oing theorem. 

THEOREM 31 trasltion of the plane pgrallel 

to L carries an integral curve of (3,1) into another 

integral curve o (.1)[2, p.4O. 

An illustration of theorem 3.1 is given in 

Figure 6. 

THEOREM 3.2 Th2. slope at az point 2 integral 

curve (..J:) prcmortional to its distance from L 

Ç2, '-.41. 

For we have 

y' kh(x,y) 
I, ti 

z 2. 2 2. 12. 

where k =(n +m ) , and h(x,y) (nx+my+q)/(n +m ) 

Hence h(v,y) is the distnce of the point (x,y) from the 
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line L nd the theorem 1 esth1 ishec3.. 

The differential equation (3.1) is irnortnt 
becme of the 1iht it throws on the behavior of the 

solution of the general equation 

(3.2) M(x,y)dx + N(x,y)d,y = O 

at ordinary nointe where (y) and N(x,y) are not both 

zero. Thus, if M(x,y) o at (.x0,y0 ) we may write (3.2) 

in the form 

dy/dx = f(x,y) 
in a neirthborhood of (x0,y0 ). Ir the second nartial 
derivativea of f(x,y) are continuous at (x0,y0 ) we may 

represent f(x,y) approximately by the first few terms of 

its Taylor's expansion, 

f(x,y) f(x0,y0 ) +f/x0 (x-L,) +f/y\0 (yye), 
the error being of the oraer of smallness of the square 

of the distance of (x,y) from (x0,y0 ). Setting 

n =f/xL, in f/yL, q f(x0,y., ) - nx0 - my0, 

the equation takes the form 
yt nx + my + a. 

Thus, in the neighborhood of (x,y0 ), the integral curves 

of (3.2) have approximately the properties of the integral 
curves of (3.1). 
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HOMOG1NFY)U3 DIFFE'ENTI "IL TQUATTONS. 

4. HOMOTHTIC FA?4ILY OF CtJRVES 

In this setion we ha11 oonslìer the so-c11ed 
homoeneous differential eouation 

(4.1) M(x,y)dx + N(x,y)dy = O, 

where M(,y) and N(x,y) are hornogeneou functions of the 
same degree of homogeneity. The following theorem 

characterizes a family of curves having the origin as 

center of homothety. 

THRFM 4.1 Theintg1 curves () 
constitute ahomothetic finilyofourves having the 

origin center of hornothety, anl converse1y the 

i.fferentis1 eouticn j .a fmi1y curves hvn 
nrlgln center homothety is of the form (4.1) 
(Figure 8) 2,pp.44-45. 

3ince M(x,y) snd N(x,y) in (4.1) ¿ire homogeneous 

functions of the same degree of homogeneity it follows 

th' t 
M(x,y)/N(x,y) M(ì,y/x)/N(l,y/x) f(y/x) 

end (4.1) cen be rittn in the form 

&y/dx = f(y/x). 
Thus the elope dy/dx has the sanie value at all points on 

any line y/x constant. It follows that the integral 
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curves form a hornothetic family having the origin as 

center of homothety, and the direct rt of the theorem 

is established. 

The converse part of the theorem is easily 

estb1ished by reversing the ehove argument. 

THRM 42 A f'rni1y of obliquo (or orthoona1) 

tra1ectories of a frni1y of honiothette curves is another 

family of hornothetic curves having same center 

honiothety. 

rake the center of homothety of the given family 

at the origin. Then the differential eqution of the 

frniiy is of the form 

y' f(v), y y/. 

nce the differential eQution of the oblique traJec 

tories is 

(4.2) (y' _ tan 8)/(i + y'tan e) = 

where e i the angle between the two families of curves. 

Solving (4.2) for y' we find 

y' = [f(v) + tan e]/[i - f(v)tan e] 

Since this te a homogeneous differential equation, the 

family of trajectories is also a homothetic fsrnily of 

curves having the origin as center of homothety. 
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5. ?H1 QUATTON WH!R)! M(x,y) AND N(x,y) A LPkR. 

In this section we shsll consider the differential 

eaustion M(x,y)dx + N(x,y)dy O, where M(x,y) end. N(x,y) 

are linear functions of x and y. Thus, let 

M a1x + b1y + c, N a2x + by + 02 
We shall cell 

a, b1 

a2 b 

the determinant of the differential equation. If D O 

the lines M O end N O intersect in a point Q, whose 

coordinates we shall denote by (h,k). This section 

relies heavily on2, pp.34-52]. 

THEOREM 5.1 If D O the trensletion x x1 + h, 

y + k reduces differential enuation 

(5.1) (a1x + by + c1)dx + (aix + by + c)dy O 

.. fi homogeneous differential equation 

(5.2) (a,x + b1y )dx, + (aa, + b2y1 )dy1 O. 

Substituting x = x + h, y = Y + k in (s.i) we 

get 

(ax + b1y1 + a1h + b1k + e, )dx, + 

(a1x, 4 bay, + 2h + b2k + cjdy1 = O, 

which, because of our choice for h and k, reduces to (5.2). 
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TH1OR4 5.2 If D O nd if the tang en t to an 

interre1 curve of (5.1) at P es oass through Q, 

then Q, the curve near P lie on opposite sides of 

the tanpent if D <O, and on the srne i1.e if D > O. 

3uppose the origin has been shifted to the point 

Q.. Then, by theorem 5.1, the differential equation takes 
the form 

I _ ax + b1y 
'i - - ax+by 

Differentiating Te find 

$$ - _ (aix 4 by)(a + by') 4 (ax + b1y)(a + by') 
v (a2x + 

- _ (a.bt - ab )(y - xy') 
(aix + byP 

- D(y - xy'l 
(aix + byY 

Hence y" and y - xy', if not zero, have the same or 
opposite signs according as D O. 

Let N be the foot of the eroendicu1pr from P on 

the x-axis as shown in Figures 9a nd 9b, nd let the 

tangent to the curve at P ut the y-axis in the oint N. 

Through the origin O draw C tarallel to NP to cut M? in 

R. Then 

ON MP - MR y - xy'. 

It fo1ios that the origin lies below or above the tangent 

at P according as y - xy' O. But the curve, in the 
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neighborhood of P, lies above or below the tnent at P 

according as y' 0. The theorem now follows. 

Theorem 5.2 is illustrted by the finily of 

homothetic central conl.os 

(5.3) af + 2bxy + cy2- = k, 

'ihere k is a prarneter. The origin is the center of 

homothety of the frnily. The differential equation of 

the family is found t he 

.iz= ax-by 
dx bx-cy' 

-thich is of the form (5.2). Here we have 

D = ac - b1. 

But the family (5.3) is a family of ellipses or 

hyperbolas according as ac - b1 D . 0. This example 

gives us the following theorems 

THÖR1M 5.3 The integral curves of ecivation 

(5.2) constitute f,jnily of homothetic central conics, 

îdth fl. orig.r a center of hornothety, b = a. 

conics .re elliDses hyterbolas a000rdinR 

D = a%bz _ a1b1 a,b a 0. 

THEOREM 5.4 differential eQuation 9. 

family 2.t. obilaue trtectories the integral purves 

2. ecuation 
. 

eruatiox sxne form 

( ..:.a ) , and e de t e rrni ri srt s ons hate 
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the saine ein. 

Let 8 be the an1e of intersection of the two 

fernilies. Then the differentiel eaurtion of the 

trejectories is 

yttan8 ______ 
i + y'tan 8 - ax + by 

or, setting tan G t, 

4) 
(ta a1 )x + (tb2 - b1 hr 

5. y + ta, )x + (b2 + tb )y 

Letting Dt be the determinnt of this equation we have 

-t)(b2 + tb1 ) - (b1 - tb2)(5 + ta1 ) 

t2(a1b2 - a2b, ) + (a1b2 - a2b, 

= i(t2 + i) 

It follows that D end D have the seme sign. 

PHFOR4 5.5 Among obitaue trajectories of 

intagral curves eQuation (), Jith h1 a, is 

. 

untaue family of central conics. These conies are 

elliDees hyî,erbolas aceorrUn D O. 

Applying theorem 5. to the differ .. ntial equation 

(5.4), we see that the obir ue trajectories will be a 

family of conics if 

or 

b1 - tb = a2 + tat, 

(h2 4 a1 )t 2 b1 - 
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If b + a1 O, then 

If b2 + o, 

e ta'(bi - 
b + 

e 1172. 

3inoe D and Dt are of' like sign, the conics are ellipses 
or hyperbolas aocoróing as D - O. 

THEOREM 5.6 Differentta,, eauation () Q., 

2fl., 2 2. straiht line solutions accordinç 

(a2-b,)2 4DO, 
unless a = bL = O arid a2 = -b , in which oase all 
solutions re straight lines throuh the origin. 

Straight line solutions occur when and only when 

y - xy1 = O. But we find 

(5 5) , f - 
by + (as. + b1 )xy 4 

. - xy - ax + b2y 

This certainly will vanish if a1 = b2 = ( + b1 ) = O, 

in which case the differenti]. equt1on reduces to 

y' = y/x, 

whose solutions are all the straight lines through the 

origin. For the genera]. case the vanishing of y - xy' 

depends upon the discriminnt, A of the numerator on 

the right side of equation (5.5). Je find 
(5.6) L: = (eL + b1 ) - 4a1b (a -b ) 

+ 4(2b _ a1b) - b1 
)Z 

4D. 
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ir A>O the numerator in (5.5) breaks u into two real 

distinct linear factors, esy (a,r + by)(ox + dy). In 

this case, then, there are the two straight line 

solutions 

ex+byaO, cx+dy=O 

of equation (5.2). If a O the factors of the numerator 

in (5.5) are equal and there is a single straight line 

solution of (5.2). If L- O the numerator in (5.5) does 

not fctor into real factors end there is no straight 

line solution of (5.2). 

The a . bave theorems enable us to picture the 

behavior of the integral curves of equation (5.2) in the 

neighborhood of the origin O, or those of equation (s.i) 

in the neighborhood of point Q. Several cases arise. 

I. D ..O. In this case we see, from (5.6), that 

L'o. The lines (5.7) exist and the integral curves, 

while not usually hyperbolas, have the general appear 

ence of the f2rnily of hyoerbolas in Figure 5. 

II. D ? O, t = O. Since t = O we h've b 

and the integral curves constitute a homothetic family 

of ellipses having the oriin as center of homothety. 

III. D > O, t O, A O. The straight lines 

(5.7) exist and the integral curves cut a. homothetic 

family of ellipses about O under a constant angle. 
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The integral curves have the appearance indicated in 

Figure lo. 
IV. D > O, t O, I O. There is only one 

straight line solution. The integral curves again cut 

a homothetic family of ellipses about O under a constant 

angle and have the aooearance indicnted in Figure 11. 

V. D> O, t / O, A< O. There is no straight 

line solution. The integral curves cut a hornothetic 

family of ellipses about O under a constant angle, arid 

have the appearance indicated in Figure 12. 

Some of the above cases er t1iutrated in 

and [s, pp.l6_l9?]. 

Equation (5.2) is important because of the light 

it often throws on the behavior of the solutions of the 

general equation 

M(x,y)dx + N(x,y)dy O 

in the neighborhood of n exceptional point (x0,y0 ) 

where both M(x,y) and N(x,y) vnieh. If the second 

partial derivatives of M and N are continuous at (x0,y0 ) 

and do not all vanish at (x0,y0) we may represent M and M 

approximately by the first f eTr terms of their Taylor's 

expansions, 

M/x) (x - x0) + M/òy1 (y - y0), 

N/xl (x x0) N/y (y - y0). 
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Shifting the origin to the exeeDtional point (x01y0 ), 

these expressions take the form 

a,x + bey, ax + b1y, 

and the differential equation is approximated by 

equation (5.2). 
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